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Just Do It… within the law, please. Markets forced crypto to clean up, inviting institutional 
participation. Stablecoin is making its way to the main stage for the most ironic of reasons – 
its inherent stability.  

 
market notes: Fate loves irony - stablecoin is the bastion of stability. 

12/15/23 – Marcel Kasumovich, Deputy CIO, Coinbase Asset Management 
 

1. Be clear. Your words may not be welcome. But they also won’t be misunderstood. Elon Musk 
isn’t the only one who excels in this department. SEC Chair Gensler has that superpower, too. “If 
Tom or anybody else wanted to be in this field, I would say, ‘Do it within the law.’ Build the trust 
of investors in what you’re doing and ensure that you’re doing the proper disclosures — and 
also that you’re not commingling these functions, trading against your customers.” 

 
2. “Tom” is Tom Farley, the former President of the New York Stock Exchange, and Chair Gensler 

was responding to speculation that Tom was interested in rebooting FTX. Almost on the first 
anniversary of the beginning of the end of FTX, the FTT token more than doubled its value in a 
day. The market celebrated that serious institutional players were seeing value in the crypto 
ecosystem – even in assets and brands left for dead like FTT and FTX.  

 
3. It goes without saying, Tom would do it within the law. And Gary might actually accept it. US 

lawmakers and regulatory bodies may not be first-movers in the crypto space. But it is also not a 
static position. The 2022 crypto carnage is a gift to policymakers. The ashes of the weakest links 
formed the launchpad for institutional players to confidently send their rockets into crypto’s 
orbit. They are fueled and ready for launch – Blackrock, PayPal, MasterCard, Visa are engaged.  

 
4. Crypto is cleaning up within its ecosystem, too. Not long ago, Tether was considered the 

greatest systemic threat to crypto. The largest and most active user application in the 
ecosystem, uncertainty about assets backing USDT and Tether’s commitment to working with 
law enforcement were routinely called into question. Now, Tether plans to release real-time 
data on their reserves and has supported the Department of Justice in arresting illegal activity. 

 
5. The calm after the storm is precisely why institutions feel comfortable exploring. If it didn’t die 

in 2022, crypto isn’t a fad. US dollar stablecoin and payments dominate attention for an 
ecosystem keen, almost desperate, to tell positive use-case stories. It’s also where stablecoin 
shines. Take Argentina. The official peso exchange rate devalued by nearly 50% against the US 
dollar this week. Crypto asset markets tell us there’s more to come.  

 
6. In openly-traded crypto markets, one US dollar yields 25% more Argentinian pesos than the 

official rate even after the devaluation. Why the difference? Policy. Some economic players are 
mandated to trade at the official exchange rate. It’s a tax. But it’s also a policy feedback tool, as 
well-functioning markets ought to be. Argentine policy is compelled to execute reforms with 
brutal immediate outcomes from currency devaluation for the sake of a brighter future. 

 
7. Skeptical voices ring loudly in our ears – Argentina shows that crypto use cases are fringe 

scenarios. It’s an understandable criticism, though not compelling. For one, rich countries have 

https://cointelegraph.com/news/elon-musk-advertisers-blackmail-twitter-x-go-fuck-yourself
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/ftx-token/
https://tether.to/en/following-investigations-by-tether-okx-and-the-us-department-of-justice-tether-voluntarily-freezes-225m-in-stolen-usdt-linked-to-international-crime-syndicate/
https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/USDARS:CUR
https://bitso.com/alpha/usdt/ars
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shunted the growth of crypto use cases – crypto’s DNA is not the problem. Traditional banking 
also fails at fat left tails, not crypto. Deposit insurance and CBDCs cease to function in extreme 
instability, leaving the central bank printing presses – inflation – as the policy of last resort.  

 
8. Fate loves irony, especially in finance. Stablecoin is recognized by its users as the premier 

narrow bank. A fully reserved stablecoin has virtually no risk of a bank run. And if those reserves 
are in the form of deposits at the central bank, as now contemplated by the Bank of England yet 
rejected by the US Federal Reserve, risk is literally zero. Traditional banks can’t compete – a run 
leads to a sudden stop of access to deposits and especially foreign currency. 

 
9. But what if the stablecoin or the US dollar were the source of instability? This is exactly where 

free markets shine, adjusting without intervention.  
 

10. Imagine a confidence crisis in an individual stablecoin. Stablecoin can exchange hands many 
times in a single day. Its high velocity makes the move to an alternative swift – good collateral 
migrates to stablecoin where investors are confident. We lived this in 2022. And if the collateral 
were insufficient to guarantee a 1:1 value, those holding the “bad bank” coin bear the loss. Not 
surprisingly, proof of reserves is in high demand to guard against this threat.  

 
11. Next, imagine a confidence crisis in the US dollar more broadly. More complicated you say? Yes 

and no. The same principles of collateral migration apply – only the collateral changes. In the 
case of a currency crisis, users are swapping US dollars for hard assets. It’s still a migration from 
one stablecoin to another, only the other is likely to be an asset like gold to negate the risk of 
inflation or devaluation. These “flatcoin” would be a move away from fiat currencies.  
 

12. It would be the ultimate irony – a gold standard returns through the backdoor of crypto 
markets. It’s not a matter of likely or not. It’s a possibility. And creative minds are 
building in this direction. Like Quorium and its stablecoin backed by gold reserves that 
stay in the ground. In essence, the owner has a claim on proven reserves, with Quorium 
transforming an in-ground gold asset into a high-velocity store of value.  
 

13. Pay attention – it’s the price of knowledge.  

https://www.centralbanking.com/fintech/crypto-assets/7960134/boe-wants-stablecoins-fully-backed-with-central-bank-deposits
https://www.coinbase.com/blog/request-for-builders-startups-i-would-build-today
https://www.quorium.io/whitepaper
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Figure 1: USDT Banned on Ethereum 
 

 
 
Source: The Block. 
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Disclaimer
One River Digital Asset Management has been acquired by Coinbase and 
is now Coinbase Asset Management. Additional details on the transaction 
may be found on the Coinbase blog. References to One River Asset 
Management and One River Digital Asset Management may be contained 
herein during the transition period but are subject to change. 
 
This communication, including any attachments, is intended only for the 
use of the addressee and may contain information that is confidential or 
otherwise protected from disclosure. Any unauthorized use, distribution, 
modification, forwarding, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If 
you have received this communication in error, please delete this 
message, including any attachments, and notify the sender immediately. 
The information and any disclosures provided herein do not constitute a 
solicitation or offer to purchase any security or other financial product or 
investment and is not intended as investment, tax, or legal advice. Unless 
otherwise noted, all information is estimated, unaudited and may be 
subject to revision without notice. Past results are not indicative of future 
results. 
 
This communication may contain statements of opinion, including but not 
limited to, the author’s analysis and views with respect to: digital assets, 
projected inflation, macroeconomic policy, and the market in general. 
Statements of opinion herein have been formulated using the author’s 
experience, research, and/or analysis, however, such statements also 
contain elements of subjectivity and are often subjective in nature. In 
addition, when conducting the analyses on which it bases statements of 
opinion, the author(s) will incorporate assumptions, which in some cases 
may be shown to be inaccurate in the future, including in certain material 
respects.  Nothing in this presentation represents a guarantee of any 
future outcome. The author(s) are under no obligation to update this 
document, notify any recipients, or re-publish the content contained 
herein in the event that any factual assertions, assumptions, forward-
looking statements, or opinions are subsequently shown to be 
inaccurate. 
 
Certain information contained in this Communication constitutes 
"forward-looking statements," which can be identified by the use of 
forward-looking terminology such as "may", "will", "should", "expect", 
"anticipate", "target", "project", "estimate", "intend", "continue" or 
"believe" or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or 
comparable terminology. Forward-looking statements made in this 
communication are based on current expectations, speak only as of the 
date of this communication, as the case may be, and are susceptible to a 
number of risks, uncertainties and other factors. Assumptions relating to 
the foregoing involve judgments with respect to, among other things, 
projected inflation, the regulation of digital assets and macroeconomic 
policy, all of which are difficult or impossible to predict accurately and 
many of which are beyond our control. In light of the significant 
uncertainties inherent in the forward-looking statements included 
herein, the inclusion of such information should not be regarded as a 
representation to future results or that the objectives and plans 
expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements will be 
achieved. 
 
Certain information contained herein may have been obtained from third 
party sources and such information has not been independently verified 
by the author(s). References herein to third parties are for illustrative 
purposes and are not an endorsement or recommendation for products 
or services. No representation, warranty, or undertaking, expressed or 
implied, is given to the accuracy or completeness of such information. 
While such sources are believed to be reliable, the author(s) do not 
assume any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such 
information. 
 

The information and any disclosures provided herein do not constitute a 
solicitation or offer to purchase any security or other financial product or 
investment and is not intended as investment, tax, or legal advice. Unless 
otherwise noted, all information is estimated, unaudited and may be 
subject to revision without notice. Past results are not indicative of future 
results. 

https://www.coinbase.com/blog/coinbase-has-acquired-one-river-digital-asset-management

